Transcript
G Adventures, Small Group Travel: Our World Deserves More You
[Upbeat drum music in the background throughout]
00:00:00 - 00:00:04
[Video: Old film-style images of men riding on three-wheel bicycles, cars and airplanes
is shown. Home video shows a young boy playing with a toy airplane.]
Voiceover >> Our world has seen a lot of change and we remember many of the
biggest changes.
00:00:04 - 00:00:08
[Video: Old film-style videos of a rocket taking off and an astronaut on the moon.]
Voiceover >> But the truth is you don't have to go to the moon to change the world.
00:00:08 - 00:00:16
[Video: Old film-style short video of a record player and then a variety of fast paced
videos show landscapes of the countries mentioned in the video.]
Voiceover >> You just have to go to Peru or Sri Lanka or maybe Namibia, Thailand,
Tanzania, anywhere really.
00:00:16 - 00:00:23
[Video: A video of a young woman outside smiling is shown. Women are then shown
trying to surf.
A group of people are dancing.
A man bows over incense while having his hands in a prayer position.]
Voiceover >> So long as you bring yourself. Bring your smile to Mirissa, dance it out at
Vic Falls, count your blessings in Khandi.
00:00:23 - 00:00:31
[Video: Young man and woman take a selfie with rain from a waterfall splashing on
them.
A group of people are shown excited to take off in a hot air balloon.
A man is then seen smiling and shaking water off his face as he stands under a
waterfall.]

Voiceover >> Because our world deserves more of your respect, your laughter, your
generosity, your curiosity.
00:00:31 - 00:00:40
[Video: A panoramic shot shows a sunrise over a desert with a skylight of buildings.
A woman with white hair looks up admiring something, then younger woman is then
shown smelling herbs out of a cup.
A man is shown laughing outside, the shot changes to another man laughing.
A group of people are shown running down a sand dune. The videographer is holding a
selfie-stick and then he trips.
A glitch of a happy face flashes across the screen.
An old film-style image of someone shooting a water gun at the camera is shown and
then an image of a 50s style woman posing for a picture.]
Voiceover >> Our world already has its Neil Armstrong’s. Today it deserves more
Shureen's, more Mushonga's, more Peter Bartrell's, more Dave's from finance.
00:00:40 - 00:00:47
[Video: Young woman is shown rock climbing
A group of people are shown riding on camels in the desert.
A group of people are sitting outside with a mountain background talking and laughing
while holding cups of coffee.]
Voiceover >> So go, go wherever far is to you because wherever you go you open
yourself up to change.
00:00:47 - 00:00:55
[Video: Clips are shown of people from different cultures in different areas of the world
smiling, hugging, kissing and celebrating.]
Voiceover >> And the more small changes we all make, the bigger our world
becomes. Our world deserves more. Our world deserves more you.
00:00:55 - 00:00:59
[Animation: A purple screen appears. In the middle is the world, it then transforms into a
variety of objects like a camera lens, and a Kaleidoscope. It then turns into the G
Adventures logo in purple.]

[Text on Screen: G Adventures. Our world deserves more you]

